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Analysis of end-of-burst degradation in the OFDM UL PHY under mobile 
conditions 

 
Ran Yaniv , Tal Kaitz 

Alvarion Ltd.  

Introduction 
 

This document addresses the performance degradation due to lack of a terminating midambles in the UL burst. It is 
shown that there is a significant loss in performance under mobile conditions. It is proposed that UL bursts which 
include midambles will end with a ‘postamble’ that has the same structure as the short preamble / midamble. 

 
 

Notations 
 
Es  Average signal power / subcarrier 
Ed  Average signal power / data subcarrier 
N0  Thermal noise power / subcarrier 
Nest  Estimation noise power / subcarrier 
 
 

Performance Analysis 
 
We analyze the channel estimation error for the data symbols remaining after the last midambles, as well as the 
potential improvement when a terminating midamble (or ‘postamble’) is present. Channel estimation is performed 
using linear MMSE interpolation [1], a method summarized briefly in [3].  
 
As a test case, we consider an UL burst with a midamble spacing of L data symbols. The following scenarios are 
addressed: 

1. A block of at most  L data symbols is preceded by midamble S0 and has no terminating postamble. The   
channel estimator makes use of midamble S0 alone.  

 
2. As above, however the estimator makes use of two past midambles, S0 and S-L-1. 
 
3. Baseline: a block of L data symbols S1, … SL is preceded by midamble S0 and ends with midamble SL+1. The 

estimator makes use of these two adjacent midambles. This scenario represents the regular section of the burst 
and its performance is a lower-bound on the performance at the end of the burst in the presence of a 
terminating postamble. 
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The evaluation was carried out under the following additional assumptions:  
• 1/16 subchannelized transmission.  
• Midamble spacing (L) = 8 data symbols. 
• 4 Msamples/sec sampling rate. 
• Carrier frequency: 3.5 GHz.  
• MMSE estimator is matched to a maximum delay spread of 4µsec and to true Doppler frequency. 
• Velocities: 75km/h (fd,max = 250Hz), 125km/h (fd,max = 400Hz). 
• Channel profile: Vehicular Test A [2]. 

 
 
I: 75km/h velocity 
 
The figures below depict the estimation SNR estd NE  for the different scenarios as a function of data symbol index. 
Note that the total signal-to-noise-ratio is a combination of thermal noise, estimation noise, ICI due to Doppler 
spreading, and other degradation factors.  
 
Thermal SNR = 10dB 
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Thermal SNR = 20dB 
 

 
 
 
II: 125km/h velocity 
 
The same is shown for mobile velocity of 125km/h.  
 
Thermal SNR = 10dB 
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Thermal SNR = 20dB 
 

 
 
 

Conclusions and Recommendation 
 
At vehicular velocities, the lack of terminating postamble causes the channel estimation error to be the dominant 
limiting noise source in the decoding of symbols past the last midamble. This of course becomes more severe as the 
number of residual symbols grows.  
 
In light of the above, it is proposed to add a postamble to all UL bursts that have at least L/2 remaining data 
symbols, where L is the number of data symbols between the regularly spaced midambles. 
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